IP--Handbook on Indian Psychology, discussion by Louise S. [2014, Feb 04]
Dear Louise,
I have forwarded here a mail received from Indian Psychology Institute News.
This is about a book on Indian Psychology. It is the 2nd and abridged edition of
first edition which was published in two volumes. Some of the contributors for
the volume are already members of IP task force including me.. Perhaps you
may bring it to the notice of the group.
Regards
Kiran

---------- Forwarded message ---------Greetings from Pondicherry!
We are happy to let you know that Foundations and Applications of Indian
Psychology has finally come out.
This "abridged" edition consists of 24 carefully selected chapters from
Foundations of Indian Psychology, plus two new chapters. Each of its chapters
covers an important aspect of Indian Psychology, and together, the 26 chapters
of Foundations and Applications of Indian Psychology offer probably one of the
best introductions to the field.
The first of the new chapters, by Anand Paranjpe, is about the typical Indian
neighbourhood guru, and, personally, I think that this chapter alone is worth the
price of the book, even if you have the first edition of Foundations already. The
second new chapter, by Ashish Pandey and Rajen K. Gupta, is about another
major aspect of IP, the effect of spirituality in the workplace. The full Contents
of Foundations and Applications, with a short description of each chapter, can
be assessed on the IPI website, at
http://www.ipi.org.in/events/faip-announcement.php
Foundations and Applications is available for Rs. 401/- from Pearson's online
bookshop at http://cl.ly/TTNN.
Pearson has marked it "For Sale Worldwide", and it can be paid in non-Indian
currencies. Delivery within India is free.
Get it now. Enjoy the read!

Warm regards,
Matthijs Cornelissen

Comment by Paul TP Wong by Louise S. [2014, Feb 03]
Is there a similar handbook on the foundation and application of Chinese
psychology?
Paul
www.drpaulwong.com
Comment by Louise Sundararajan by Louise S. [2014, Feb 03]
Good point, Paul. Chinese Psychology needs to catch up. I see this as one of the
important functions of the IP Task Force-- that IP'ers inspire each other instead
of running after mainstream psychology as the only game in town or the only

model to emulate in psychology.
The race is on,
Louise

Comment by Zhang Xuexin John by Louise S. [2014, Feb 03]
in response to Louise Sundararajan, who wrote: "Chinese Psychology needs to
catch up."
Professor KK Hwang has a book on this.
best,
john
=================
Foundations of Chinese Psychology: Confucian Social Relations
Kwang-Kuo Hwang
Springer, 2011.12.4
Mainstream psychology emanated from European-American and
Judeo-Christian philosophical and scientific traditions. The application of this
viewpoint, which embeds colonial and imperialist concepts is less relevant to
Asian and other indigenous cultures. Although it has been accepted by
non-Western scholars in an attempt to emulate Western scientific practice, the
mainstream viewpoint is in a process of transformation to accommodate
geographically relevant perspectives. In this light, Foundations of Chinese
Psychology, bridges the gap between western and eastern traditions and
elaborates on theories based on local phenomena, findings, and experiences by
research methods that are contextually appropriate. Using a guiding principle of
cultural psychology – ‘one mind, many mentalities’, this book advocates the
balancing of a global psychology concept without sacrificing that of a specific
locality and people. It analyzes the basics of Confucionism and compares them
to Western ethical thinking, arriving at a series of theories concerning social
exchange, face, achievement motivation, organizational behaviors, and conflict
resolution.Beyond the specifics of a particular culture, this book exemplifies the
act of constructing autonomous social science that may be emulated in other
non-Western settings. It also serves as an excellent guide for cross-cultural
research as well as a caveat on the limitations of presumptive individualism and
exclusionary perspectives.
Comment by Louise Sundararajan by Louise S. [2014, Feb 03]
Dear John,

Professor Hwang's excellent book is not a handbook on Chinese Psychology. We
do have a handbook on Chinese Psychology by Professor Bond, but that is more
cross cultural psychology than IP. So we still need an IP handbook on Chinese
Psychology.
Warmly,
Louise
louiselu@frontiernet.net

